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NEW QUESTION: 1

A. Insert the following code segment at line 01:
# if DE30G
Insert the following code segment at line 10:
# endif
B. Insert the following code segment at line 10:
[Conditional("DEBUG")]
C. Insert the following code segment at line 05:
# region DEBUG
Insert the following code segment at line 07:
# endregion
D. Insert the following code segment at line 05:
# if DEBUG
Insert the following code segment at line 07:
# endif
E. Insert the following code segment at line 01:
# region DEBUG
Insert the following code segment at line 10:
# endregion
F. Insert the following code segment at line 01:
[Conditional(MDEBUG")]
G. Insert the following code segment at line 10:
[Conditional("RELEASE")]
Answer: B,D
Explanation:
Explanation
#if DEBUG: The code in here won't even reach the IL on release.
[Conditional("DEBUG")]: This code will reach the IL, however
the calls to the method will not execute unless DEBUG is on.
http://stackoverflow.com/questions/3788605/if-debug-vs-conditio
naldebug

NEW QUESTION: 2
U2000 alarm level is divided into which levels? (Multiple
choice )
A. the deadly
B. minor
C. major
D. an emergency
Answer: B,C,D

NEW QUESTION: 3
What is one distinguishing characteristic of HPE InfoSight?
A. It gives customers deep insight into the packets that flow
across the data center and into the cloud.
B. It helps find issues that cut across siloes with cross-stack
analytics.
C. It uses User and Endpoint Behavior Analysis (UEBA) to detect
suspicious behavior.
D. It increases durability for data stored in the cloud by

using multiple cloud providers.
Answer: B
Explanation:
Reference:
https://www.insight.com/maintenance/maintenance.html

NEW QUESTION: 4
You work as a Desktop Administrator for BlueSkwer.com. The
company has offices in five locations, Dallas, Hawaii, Cancun,
Chicago, and New York. All company computers have been upgraded
to Windows 7. By default, there are ten Group Policy settings
that can be configured for User Account Control (UAC). Which
Group Policies are enabled by default? Each correct answer
represents a complete solution. Choose all that apply.
A. Only elevate UIAccess applications that are installed in
secure locations.
B. Switch to the secure desktop when prompting for elevation.
C. Run all administrators in Admin Approval Mode.
D. Be in Admin Approval Mode for the built-in Administrator
account
Answer: A,B,C
Explanation:
The policies enabled for UAC by default are as follows:
Only elevate UIAccess applications that are installed in secure
locations. Switch to the secure desktop
when prompting for elevation.
Run all administrators in Admin Approval Mode.
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